Affirmation Deck from Spirit-in-Nature (Master's) Essences

This deck of 20 cards (plus 2 additional
instruction cards) in a handsomely designed
matte laminate gift box (4”x6”x1-1/4”) includes
brilliant blossom and fruit photos with rhythmical
affirmations.
Spirit-in-Nature Essences act as “bottled
affirmations,” while affirmations might be called
“verbal essences.” Since both help to awaken the
positive qualities within our nature, using them
interactively will increase their effectiveness.

Display these cards in prominent places in
your home or office as “vibrational reminders”
of the qualities on which you are focusing; study
them in the context of the Essence Spectrum Chart
explained in The Essential Flower Essence Handbook ;
or use them intuitively to design an essence
program. Their applications are numerous. They
will help you to affirm perfect well-being—and to
change your life.
$17.95 + $5.95 s/h (sales tax in CA)

and… Home Study Courses
Receive frame-worthy certification for each level of these internationally acclaimed courses.
Visit our website for more details! www.Spirit-in-Nature.com

Bi-Level Pets & Animals Course: $295 per
Tri-Level Comprehensive Course: $295 per level,
10% discount for enrollment in all 3 levels.Save $89. level, 10% discount when you enroll in both levels.
Save $59.
Whether you are a flower essence novice or a
This course is designed to educate and awaken a
seasoned practitioner, this course will open new
deeper sensitivity to the needs of the animals in
vistas of intuitive perception for you with family,
friends, and clients. Learn how to "just know" flower our lives and to help us give them the highest
quality of natural pet care through flower essences. In
essences, from within their truest expressions of
daily life and emergency situations, watch them
Nature. "I am finding that this course gives thorough
respond! "This course is an exciting adventure! My vet has
instruction of use and understanding of Spirit-in-Nature
Essences. I highly recommend it!" H. Dillon, Naturopath, already had me help him with 20 cases and is very pleased with
the results." K. Keller, shelter worker, Portland, OR
Penn Valley, CA

